Graphene has been regarded as a promising candidate in microwave absorption field but still faces some major challenges, including the limitation of mass production and poor impedance matching. Here, we demonstrate a simple approach to fabricate multilayer graphene in a kilo-mass/hour (≥2.5 kg/h) scale through an oxidation-thermal expansion-air convection shearing process. The subsequent incorporation of hexagonal boron nitride nanoparticles (h-BNNPs) can effectively tailor the dielectric and magnetic properties of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, which can significantly boost its microwave absorption performance. The asobtained multilayer graphene/h-BNNP hybrid with 40 wt.% of h-BNNPs, exhibits extremely low reflection loss value of −67.35 dB at 8.04 GHz when the absorber thickness is 3.29 mm, ranking it as one of the most attractive absorbers reported to date. Moreover, the multilayer graphene/h-BNNP hybrids possess low densities less than 0.45 g/cm 3 , making them very attractive for practical microwave absorption application. 
INTRODUCTION
Recently, severe electromagnetic microwave pollution induced by the rapid development of electronic information technologies including wireless data communications, satellite communications, radar detections, self-concealing, as well as microwave heating, [1] [2] [3] has aroused global concerns. To eliminate the detriment of this electromagnetic microwave pollution on human beings and wildlife, highly efficient microwave absorption materials are required. Besides, stealth technology is also promoting the development of these microwave absorption materials. However, searching for ideal microwave absorption materials is challengeable, because of the critical indispensable requirement, such as good mechanical strength, light weight, low loading rate, decent chemical corrosion resistance and high thermal stability. 4, 5 Recently, graphene-based nanocomposites have attracted great interest in exploring efficient microwave absorption materials due to their exceptional chemical and physical properties such as low density, good chemical inertness, and excellent mechanical properties. [6] [7] [8] [9] However, two major issues still need to be solved for their practical application, including the limitation of large-scale fabrication and poor impedance matching that resulted from the high dielectric constant and nonmagnetic property of graphene. As for the mass production of graphene, various strategies have been explored, such as mechanical exfoliation techniques, 10 chemical vapor deposition, 11 solid-state carbon source deposition, 12 solution exfoliation, 13 nanotube splitting and unzipping, 14, 15 and chemical reduction of graphene oxide (GO). 16 On the other hand, hybridizing dielectric/magnetic nanostructures with graphene has been considered a facial way to tune the dielectric constant and nonmagnetic property of graphene, which would dramatically boost its microwave absorption performance. In this regard, diverse dielectric/magnetic nanostructure/graphene materials have been synthesized, such as graphene@SiC composite, 17, 18 Fe 3 O 4 -Fe/graphene composite, 19 Fe 3 O 4 /graphene composite, 20 NiFe 2 O 4 /graphene hybrid, 21 SiO 2 @Fe 3 O 4 nanorod array/graphene architecture, 22 and porous graphene micro flowers. 23 Despite this sign of progress, the current state-of-the-art graphene-based hybrids still suffer from high cost, complicated preparation process, high densities, as well as bad chemical corrosive resistance, hindering their full application as microwave absorption materials.
Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a structurally analog to graphite with almost the same crystal lattice parameters. 24 As a result, h-BN nanomaterials show many similar properties as graphitic materials, such as low density, high mechanical strength, good chemical corrosive resistance, excellent oxidation resistance, good lubricating property and outstanding thermal conductivity. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] However, compared with graphitic materials, h-BN nanomaterials also possess superior electrical resistivity of 10 −16 -10 −18 Ω·cm and wide band gap over 6.0 eV. 33, 34 Interestingly, these superior electrical resistivity and wide band gap of h-BN nanomaterials are beneficial to tune the dielectric property of graphene through hybridizing of them. 35, 36 More importantly, the formation of the graphene/h-BN nanomaterial hybrids can keep the low density, high mechanical strength, good chemical corrosive, and excellent oxidation resistance of graphene and h-BN nanomaterials. Also, the interface effect appeared between graphene and h-BN nanomaterials will cause polarization to generate magnetism, [37] [38] [39] [40] which is also critical for enhancing the microwave absorption property of graphene.
Herein, the multilayer graphene/h-BN nanoparticle (MG/h-BNNP) hybrids are fabricated through two simple steps. The first step is the mass fabrication of multilayer graphene in kilo-mass/hour scale, which involves a simple oxidation-thermal expansion-air convection shearing process with natural graphite flakes as precursors. Then, these as-obtained multilayer graphene is subjected to a ball milling process with h-BNNPs to obtain the MG/h-BNNP hybrids. The morphology and composition of the samples were investigated by complementary imaging and spectroscopic technologies including X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectrum, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), field emission scanning electronic microscopy (FESEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The magnetic property was investigated with a VSM magnetometer from Quantum Design. The microwave absorption properties were systematically evaluated by a vector network analyzer in transmission-reflection mode in the frequency range of 2-18 GHz. The as-obtained MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorber with 40 wt.% of h-BNNPs exhibits extremely low reflection loss (RL) value of −67.35 dB at 8.04 GHz, which is superior to most of the graphene or reduced graphene oxide (rGO) based absorbers reported in the literatures. The excellent microwave absorption performance makes the MG/h-BNNP hybrids promising for practical microwave absorption application.
RESULTS

Mass fabrication and characterization of multilayer graphene
The expandable graphite was prepared by the method reported in the literature 41 before exfoliation. In brief, the expandable graphite was fabricated by using H 2 SO 4 -graphite intercalation composite, which could yield a high expansion volume via a thermal treatment (Fig. S1a-d 42 Through a highspeed air convection shearing treatment (Fig. S1e-g ) process, the expanded graphite flakes can be transferred into multilayer graphene, and about 2.5 kg of multilayer graphene can be produced per hour through this proposed process. Figure 1a displays a photograph of a bottle of the as-obtained multilayer graphene with a mass of 120 g. Figures 1b, c respectively, exhibit the low and high magnification SEM images of the as-obtained multilayer graphene collected from Fig. 1a , indicating that a large number of nanosheets with lateral size in the range of several hundreds of nanometers to tens of micrometers are obtained. In addition, the thickness of the asobtained nanosheets is very thin as shown in the high magnification SEM (Fig. 1c) , which can be further verified by XRD, TEM and AFM analysis. After exfoliation, the XRD peak centered at 2θ = 44.5°attributed to (101) plane of graphite disappears (Fig. S2a) , revealing the decrease of the graphite flake thickness. The Raman spectrum (Fig. S2b) of the as-obtained multilayer graphene shows two prominent peaks centered at 1580 and 2685 cm −1 , which can be, respectively, assigned to the G and 2D bands of the as-obtained multilayer graphene. This Raman spectrum is typical for graphene demonstrating the formation of the multilayer graphene. 43 The intensity ratio of I G /I 2D is about 0.72, which is higher than that of 0.5 reported in the literature for the predominantly monolayer graphene. 44 This result indicates that the as-obtained products are multilayer graphene rather than predominantly monolayer structure. Also, a peak located at about 1350 cm −1 corresponding to D band is observed. The intensity ratio of I D /I G is about 0.15, similar to that of commercial graphene (I D /I G = 0.14). 23 Figure 1d shows the TEM image of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, also revealing that the as-obtained multilayer graphene has a thin thickness and is nearly transparent to the electron beam. The corresponding SAED pattern exhibits the characteristic sixfold symmetrical diffraction for graphene (inset in Fig. 1d ), suggesting the exfoliated multilayer graphene is highly Fig. 1 Characterization of the as-obtained multilayer graphene. a The photograph of a bottle of the as-obtained multilayer graphene with a mass of 120 g. b, c The low and high-magnification SEM images of the as-obtained multilayer graphene. d The low magnification TEM image of the as-obtained multilayer graphene. Inset is the corresponding SAED pattern. e The EDX spectrum of the as-obtained multilayer graphene. f The HRTEM image of the as-obtained multilayer graphene. g The AFM image and h corresponding height trace of a single multilayer graphene crystalline. Generally, the edges of the as-obtained multilayer graphene are prone to be folded as marked in Fig. 1d (red arrow), allowing us to directly measure the number of the layers by HRTEM. 45 Figure 1f depicts the corresponding HRTEM image of the as-obtained multilayer graphene marked in Fig. 1d , showing that the as-obtained multilayer graphene is a typical five to sixlayered structure with a thickness of about 2 nm. The average distance between adjacent fringes is 0.34 nm, corresponding to the intrinsic (002) plane spacing of graphite. The EDX (Fig. 1e) and XPS ( Fig. S3 ) spectra demonstrate that the as-obtained multilayer graphene is mainly composed of carbon, showing high purity. The thickness of the as-obtained multilayer graphene can also be estimated by AFM analysis as shown in Fig. 1g , in which a typical rather flat nanosheet can be observed. The thickness of this flat sheet is about 1.8 nm calculated from the height trace profile as shown in Fig. 1h . In addition, the thickness distribution of the asobtained multilayer graphene is evaluated by AFM (Fig. S4) , showing that the thickness of the as-obtained multilayer graphene is relatively thin, mainly concentrated in 1.0-2.5 nm. In summary, the massive preparation of high-quality graphene can be achieved by this proposed process, which is beneficial to the subsequent large scale preparation of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids.
Fabrication and characterization of MG/h-BNNP hybrids
The MG/h-BNNP hybrids were fabricated via a facile ball milling (QM-QX-2, MITR, China) process with the as-obtained multilayer graphene and commercial h-BN powders (average lateral size: 10 µm) as precursors ( Fig. 2a-d ). The h-BN powders were firstly ball milled for 35 h (Fig. 2a) and then the as-obtained multilayer graphene with different mass ratios to h-BNNPs was added (Fig. 2b) . The ball milling process was continued for another 5 h (Fig. 2c, d ) to prepare MG/h-BNNP hybrids. The MG/h-BNNP hybrids with different h-BNNP contents are named MG/h-BNNP-10%, MG/h-BNNP-20%, MG/h-BNNP-30%, MG/h-BNNP-40%, MG/h-BNNP-50%, and MG/h-BNNP-60%, respectively. It is noteworthy that the preparation of the hybrids can be scaled up to a large scale which is only limited by the volume of the ball milling jars. All the asobtained MG/h-BNNP hybrids possess low densities less than Fig. S5) , and the densities increase with the increment of h-BNNP contents in the hybrids. The lowest density can be obtained from the MG/h-BNNP-10%, which is 0.294 ± 0.013 g/cm 3 . Figure 2e shows the low magnification SEM image of the MG/h-BNNP-40%, revealing that the lamellar structure of the multilayer graphene is well retained. However, many nanoparticles can be observed attached to the surfaces of MG comparing with the previous as-obtained multilayer graphene (Fig. 1c) . Through the ball milling pretreatment process, the h-BN flakes (Fig. S6a) will be ground into the h-BN nanoparticles ( Fig. S6b) with the diameters in the range of several to tens of nanometers. In addition, the thicknesses of the h-BN nanoparticles are also significantly reduced, mainly concentrating at around 3 nm (Fig. S7) . After a further ball milling treatment, the h-BNNPs will anchor on the surfaces of the as-obtained graphene, and the amount of the nanoparticles increases with the increment of the h-BNNP contents in the hybrids (Fig. S8 ). Figure 2f , g exhibit the magnified SEM images of the MG/h-BNNP-40%, in which a large number of nanoparticles with diameter in the range of several to tens of nanometers can be seen randomly distributed on the surface of the as-obtained graphene. Figure 2h displays the low magnification TEM image of the MG/h-BNNP-40%, further demonstrating that numerous nanoparticles with a diameter in the range of several to tens of nanometers are randomly anchored on the surfaces of the as-obtained graphene. This result coincides with that obtained by the SEM analysis. Figure 2i describes the HRTEM image of the MG/h-BNNP-40%, in which a small particle with a diameter of about 20 nm can be observed. Three kinds of spacing distance between adjacent fringes can be found from the HRTEM image as marked with A, B, and C, and the corresponding spacing distance is illustrated in Fig. 2j . The spacing distance of 0.34 and 0.214 nm can be, respectively, assigned to the (002) and (100) planes of graphite (JCPDS card No.41-1487), while the other one of 0.217 nm calculated from the particle corresponds to the (100) plane of h-BN (JCPDS card No. 34-0421). The crystalline structure of the h-BNNPs, ball milled multilayer graphene and the asobtained MG/h-BNNP hybrids are further investigated by XRD analysis (Fig. S9) , revealing that the crystalline structure of the asobtained multilayer graphene is not destroyed completely during the ball milling process since the two main diffraction peaks at 2θ = 26.5°and 54.7°can be clearly observed. Interestingly, some weak peaks appear closing to the (002) peaks (Fig. S9 , marked with X), which may be caused by the formation of the hybrids. In addition, the element mapping of the MG/h-BNNP-40% (Fig. S10 ) exhibits a uniform dispersion of C, B, and N elements, demonstrating that the h-BNNPs are randomly anchored on the surface of the as-obtained multilayer graphene to form the MG/h-BNNP hybrids.
Microwave absorption properties of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids The microwave absorption properties of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene, and MG/h-BNNP hybrids are calculated on the basis of the following equations 46 :
where ε r (ε r = ε′ − jε″) and μ r (μ r = μ′ − jμ″) are the complex permittivity and complex permeability of microwave absorption materials. Z in , f, d, and c represent the impedance of free space, the frequency of the electromagnetic microwaves, the thickness of the absorber, and the velocity of electromagnetic wave in vacuum, 47 respectively. The microwave absorption performance of h-BN, as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents-based absorbers with the same loading rate of 30% was calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (2) as shown in Figs. 3, S11, and S12. Here, it is noteworthy that the loading rate of 30% is the optimized result through a series evaluation on the microwave absorption performance of the MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorbers with different loading rates (Supporting information, Figs. S13-S15). Obviously, h-BN based absorber has no microwave absorption property, which is microwave transparent with RL values over −0.25 dB (Fig. S11) . Among the as-obtained multilayer graphene, (Table 1 ). In addition, the minimum RL values shift to high frequency region with the increase of the absorber thickness from 0.1 to 6.0 mm, indicating that the microwave absorption performance of the MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorbers can be conveniently tuned by adjusting the thickness of the absorbers.
The RL value below −10 dB is a critical feature for the microwave absorption materials which possess good microwave absorption performance, since this RL value represents the absorption efficiency of 90% for electromagnetic microwaves. 48 When the RL value is below −20 dB, the absorption of the electromagnetic microwaves can reach up as high as 99%, suggesting an excellent absorption. 49 All the minimum RL values of the as-obtained multilayer graphene based absorber are greater than −6 dB (Fig. S16a) in the frequency range of 2-18 GHz, while the ones of the ball milled multilayer graphene based absorber show a little decrease which can reach −10 to −13 dB in the frequency range of 8-18 GHz with the absorber thickness in the range of 1.0-2.5 mm (Fig. S16b) . However, the minimum RL values of the MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents-based absorbers are greatly improved, which can exceed −20 dB in a wide frequency range (Fig. S16c-f) . The minimum RL values of the MG/h-BNNP-10% based absorber below −20 dB are mainly from 11.0 to 18.0 GHz with the absorber thickness of 1.0-2.0 mm (Fig.  S16c) . For the MG/h-BNNP-20% based absorber, the minimum RL values below −20 dB can be mainly observed from 3.0 to 18.0 GHz with the absorber thickness of 1.0-6.0 mm (Fig. S16d) . When the h-BNNP content in the hybrids increases to 30%, the minimum RL values of the absorber below −20 dB can be found from 3.8 to 15.0 GHz with the absorber thickness of 1.5-5.5 mm (Fig. S16e) . For the MG/h-BNNP-40% based absorber, the minimum RL values of the absorber below −20 dB can be, respectively, discovered in the frequency range of 3.3 to 10.5 GHz and 14.0 to 18.0 GHz with the absorber thickness of 1.0-6.0 mm (Fig. S16f) . These results indicate that the MG/h-BNNP hybrids have an excellent capability to efficiently absorb electromagnetic microwaves in a wide frequency range. These excellent microwave absorption properties combining with the low densities make the g MG/h-BNNP hybrids very promising candidates for practical microwave absorption application.
DISCUSSION
According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the microwave absorption performance of a microwave absorption material is highly associated with its complex permittivity (ε r = ε′ − jε″) and complex permeability (μ r = μ′ − jμ″). Here, ε′ and ε″ can be, respectively, described as following equations in terms of Debye theory 50 :
where ε s , ε ∞ , ω, τ, σ ac , and ε 0 , respectively, represent static permittivity, relative dielectric permittivity at the high-frequency limit, angular frequency, polarization relaxation time, alternative conductivity, and dielectric constant in vacuum (ε 0 = 8.854 × 10
). 50, 51 Based on Eq. (3), the variation of ε′ values in the frequency range of 2-18 GHz is associated with the change of ωτ, which can be regarded as polarization relaxation in different frequency. 51 And for the ε″, it could be deduced into Eq. (5) on the basis of the free electron theory 52 :
where ε o is the permittivity of a vacuum, ρ is the resistivity, f is the frequency of the microwave. The Eq. (5) indicates that the ε″ values are highly associated with the electrical conductivity of a microwave absorption material. (Fig. 4a, b) . After ball milling, the ε′ and ε″ values of the ball milled multilayer graphene based absorber, respectively, decrease to 20-35 and 10-20. This decrease of ε′ and ε″ values can be ascribed to the formation of the defective structure during the ball milling process. 23 The ε′ and ε″ values of the MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents based absorbers will further decrease which are, respectively, below 25 and 13 due to the existence of h-BNNPs. The attached h-BNNPs can cover a large amount of freely migrated electrons and will hinder the other free migrated electron migration path. The decrease of the freely migrated electrons and electron migration path will lead to the decrease of the polarization relaxation of MG/h-BNNP hybrids when the frequency changes, resulting in the decrease of ε′ values since the ε′ values are highly associated with the polarization relaxation in different frequency. In addition, the ε″ values are highly associated with the electrical conductivity of a microwave absorption material. The as-obtained multilayer graphene has excellent crystal structure which will give them excellent electrical conductivity. The random distribution of the as-obtained multilayer graphene in paraffin can create an electrically conductive network even at very low concentration according to the threshold theory, 53 resulting in good electrical conductivity. When the h-BNNPs are introduced, the ordered freely migrated electron distribution is destroyed, leading to the degradation of the electrical conductivity. Besides, the amount and contacting area of multilayer graphene will decrease in the conductive network due to the existence of the large quantities of h-BNNPs which will further decrease the electrical conductivity ( Fig. S17 and S18) . Although, the microwave cannot be efficiently attenuated when ε′ and ε″ values are low, over high ε′ and ε″ values are also harmful for microwave absorption. 23 On one hand, over high ε′ and ε″ values will lead to the mismatch between air and absorber interface, resulting in more electromagnetic microwaves are reflected in the interface. On the other hand, high ε″ values will lead to a high leakage current and skin effect, [53] [54] [55] which may cause damage to the electromagnetic microwave absorption. Herein, one of the reasons for the MG/h-BNNP hybrids showing excellent microwave absorption properties can be assigned to the optimization of ε′ and ε″ values.
Previous research also demonstrates that Debye dipolar relaxations have an important influence on ε′ and ε″ values of microwave absorption materials, which can be described by ColeCole semicircle. Based on the Eqs. (3) and (4), the relationship between ε′ and ε″ can be deduced as Eq. (6) 
The curve of ε′−ε″ would be a single semicircle, generally defined as a Cole-Cole semicircle, and each semicircle corresponds to a Debye dipolar relaxation. 53 Figure 5 shows the dielectric ColeCole semicircle of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents-based absorbers in the frequency range of 2-18 GHz. Obviously, only one Cole-Cole semicircle can be found in the ε′−ε″ curves of the as-obtained multilayer graphene and ball milled multilayer graphene (Fig. 5a, b) based absorbers, indicating the existence of a small number of Debye relaxation process in the as-obtained multilayer graphene and ball milled multilayer graphene based absorbers. Meanwhile, 3, 3, 3, and 4 semicircles are clearly observed in the curves of the MG/h-BNNP-10%, MG/h-BNNP-20%, MG/h-BNNP-30%, and MG/h-BNNP-40% based absorbers, respectively (Fig. 5c-f) , suggesting that more Debye relaxation exists in the MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorbers. The appearance of more Debye relaxation will also enhance the microwave absorption properties of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids. Figure 4d and e present the μ′ and μ″ values of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents based absorbers with the same loading rate of 30 wt.% in the frequency range of 2-18 GHz. The μ′ and μ″ values for the as-obtained multilayer Fig. 4 Characterization of the electromagnetic parameters of the samples. a, b Frequency dependences of real part (ε′) and imaginary part (ε″) of the complex permittivity. c Frequency dependences of the dielectric loss. d, e Frequency dependences of real part (μ′) and imaginary part (μ″) of the complex permeability. f Frequency dependences of the magnetic loss graphene and ball milled multilayer graphene based absorbers are close to 1 and 0, indicating that they have no magnetism. However, after formation of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids, the μ″ values exhibit slight increase as the h-BNNP contents increase in the hybrids, which are beneficial to improve the microwave absorption performance. Strangely, the μ' values of the hybrids only show more dramatic fluctuations as the h-BNNP contents increase in the hybrids. These results indicate that the introduction of h-BNNPs onto multilayer graphene surfaces can improve the magnetic properties of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids. To verify the change of the magnetic properties of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids, the magnetic properties of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrids with different h-BNNP contents are measured. The as-obtained multilayer graphene has almost no magnetism in accordance with the results of μ′ and μ″ values (Fig. S19) . Although the magnetism is still very weak for all the MG/h-BNNP hybrids, it shows a slight increase with the increment of h-BNNP contents in the hybrids (Fig. S19) . Here, the change of the polarization will also affect the magnetism of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids since the magnetism of a material is also closely associated with their polarization property. Because of the variation of the polarization, there will be a lag of the polarization over the time when frequency change, thus leading to the appearance of the weak magnetism. Herein, the appearance of this weak magnetism is another reason for enhancing the microwave absorption properties of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids.
For further probing the microwave absorption mechanism of the MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorbers, the dielectric (tgδ ε = ε″/ε′) and magnetic (tgδ μ = μ″/μ′) loss of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents based absorbers are also calculated as displayed in Fig. 4c and f. The tgδ ε values of the MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents based absorbers exhibit a slight decrease compared to those of the asobtained and ball milled multilayer graphene based absorbers. However, the tgδ μ values increase due to the increase of the μ″ values. It is well accepted that the dielectric and magnetic loss represent the capability of microwave absorption materials to convert electromagnetic microwave to other forms of energy, and high dielectric and magnetic losses are beneficial for microwave absorption. 23 Here, the multilayer graphene based absorber with the highest dielectric loss fails to produce the best microwave absorption property because there is another parameter also influences the microwave absorption property of a microwave absorption material which is impedance matching (Z in ).
On the basis of Eq. (1), when Z in is closer to 1, the incident microwave could achieve zero reflection at the front surface of the microwave absorption absorbers, and this will result in perfect electromagnetic microwave absorption. 56, 57 Therefore, for further investigating the microwave absorption mechanism, the impedance matching of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents based absorbers are calculated as shown in Fig. 6 . Clearly, the as-obtained multilayer graphene based absorber shows the worst impedance matching, which is below 0.3 with the absorber thickness from 0.1 to 6.0 mm in the frequency range of 2-18 GHz (Fig. 6a) . As a result, the as-obtained multilayer graphene based absorber exhibits the poorest microwave absorption performance (Fig. 3a) . After ball milling, the impedance matching of the ball milled multilayer graphene based absorber is slightly improved which increases to about 0.7 with the absorber thickness from 0.9 to 2.5 mm in the frequency range of 6-18 GHz (Fig. 6b) . Correspondingly, the microwave absorption property of the ball milled multilayer graphene based absorber is a little bit enhanced with the absorber thickness from 0.9 to 2.5 mm in the frequency range of 6-18 GHz (Fig. 3b) . For the MG/ h-BNNP hybrid with different h-BNNP contents based absorbers, the impedance matching is greatly improved as demonstrated in Fig. 6c-f . For the MG/h-BNNP-10% based absorber, the best impedance matching appears in the frequency range of 10-18 GHz with the absorber thickness from 1.0 to 2.0 mm. Correspondingly, the minimum RL values which are less than −20 dB can be observed in this region (Fig. 3c) . The best impedance matching of the MG/h-BNNP-20% based absorber appears in the frequency range of 3.0-18.0 GHz with the absorber thickness from 1.2 to 6.0 mm. As a result, the minimum RL values which are less than −20 dB can be found in this region (Fig. 3d) . For the MG/h-BNNP-30% based absorber, the best impedance matching appears in the frequency range of 4-12 GHz with the absorber thickness from 2.5 to 6.0 mm. Accordingly, the minimum RL values which are less than −20 dB can be observed in this region (Fig. 3e) . The best impedance matching of the MG/h-BNNP-40% based absorber appears in the frequency range of 3-10 and 14-18 GHz with the absorber thickness from 2.0 to 6.0 mm. Coincidentally, the minimum RL values which are less than −20 dB can be observed in this region.
In summary, the multilayer graphene with the size of several nanometers in thickness and several hundreds of nanometers to tens of micrometers in lateral size can be massively fabricated through a facile oxidation-thermal expansion-air convection shearing process with natural graphite flakes as precursors. The introduction of h-BNNPs can effectively tune the dielectric and magnetic properties of this multilayer graphene. Correspondingly, the microwave absorption properties of these MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorbers are significantly enhanced. The MG/h-BNNP hybrid with h-BNNP content of 40 wt.% shows the best microwave absorption property with a minimum RL value of −67.35 dB at 8.04 GHz when the absorber thickness is 3.29 mm and loading rate is 30 wt.% in the absorber. The enhancement of the microwave absorption performance of the MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorbers can be assigned to two reasons. On one hand, the formation of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids can reduce the dielectric property and improve the magnetic property of multilayer graphene to optimize impedance matching. On the other hand, the formation of the MG/h-BNNP hybrids can increase the contact interface thus improving the interfacial polarization effects. Moreover, the MG/h-BNNP hybrids possess low densities which are less than 0.45 g/ cm 3 , making them very attractive for practical microwave absorption application.
METHODS
Mass fabrication of multilayer graphene
Before fabrication, the expandable graphite was prepared by the method reported in the literature. 31 Generally, the expandable graphite was fabricated by using H 2 SO 4 -graphite intercalation composite, which could yield a high expansion volume via thermal treatment. Typically, the natural graphite flakes (Fig. S1a , Dongguan Jiecheng graphite Co., Ltd.), H 2 SO 4 (98 wt.%) and H 2 O 2 (30 wt.%) were mixed uniformly and reacted for 90 min at 50°C (Fig. S1b) . After the reaction, the products were collected and washed to neutral with water. SO 2À 4 intercalated graphite flakes can be obtained (Fig. S1c ) after dried at 60°C in an oven. The as-obtained SO 2À 4 intercalated graphite flakes were then subjected to a thermal treatment in a furnace at 700°C for a duration of 15 min (Fig. S1d) . This thermal treatment condition has been demonstrated an effective way for complete expansion of SO 2À 4 intercalated graphite flakes. 32 Finally, the expanded graphite flakes (Fig. S1e) were transferred into a home-made high-speed air convection shearing equipment for exfoliation (Fig. S1f, g ).
Fabrication of MG/h-BNNP hybrids
The MG/h-BNNP hybrids were fabricated via a facile ball milling (QM-QX-2, MITR, China) process with the as-obtained multilayer graphene and commercial h-BN powders (average lateral size: 10 µm) as precursors ( Fig. 2a-d) . Typically, commercial h-BN powders (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 g) (zirconia balls: 3/5 mm = 100/50 g) were firstly ball milled for 35 h with a rotation speed of 300 rpm to preparation h-BNNPs (Fig. 2a) . Then, the asobtained multilayer graphene (0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4 g) was added into the jars and continued the ball milling for another 5 h (Fig. 2b) . The MG/h-BNNP hybrids with different h-BNNP contents can be obtained when the ball milling process terminated (Fig. 2c) . The MG/h-BNNP hybrids with different h-BNNP contents are, respectively, named MG/h-BNNP-10%, MG/ h-BNNP-20%, MG/h-BNNP-30%, MG/h-BNNP-40%, MG/h-BNNP-50%, and MG/h-BNNP-60%. Importantly, the preparation scale of these hybrids can be scaled up which is limited by the volume of the ball mill jars. For comparison, the as-obtained multilayer graphene was also ball milled for 5 h for microwave absorption property measurement.
Materials characterization
The XRD spectra were carried out on X' PERT PRO X-ray diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation (λ = 0.154178 nm). Raman spectrum was recorded on a Reni Shaw Raman spectrometer operating at 532 nm. The SEM images were collected on JSM 6701F scanning electron microscope. The TEM and HRTEM images were obtained on FEI Tecnai G2 F30 transmission electron microscope equipped with EDX system. The AFM analysis was conducted on Smart SPM (AIST-NT) atomic force microscope.
Electromagnetic parameter measurements
The magnetic properties of the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrids were investigated with a VSM magnetometer from Quantum Design. The microwave absorption performance of h-BN, the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrid based absorbers was evaluated by a vector network analyzer (VNA; Agilent N5245A) in transmission-reflection mode in the frequency range of 2-18 GHz. The power level of the incident microwave radiation used for the measurements is −15 dBm. During the measurement process, paraffin was selected as dispersant to make the measurement samples due to its good processability and nearly zero RL of microwave. The samples were prepared by uniformly mixing of h-BN, the as-obtained multilayer graphene, ball milled multilayer graphene and MG/h-BNNP hybrids with paraffin, and then the mixtures were pressed into toroidal shaped samples with inner diameter of 3.04 mm, outer diameter of 7.0 mm, and thickness of 3.0 mm.
